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See the finchesIn 1931, the British ornithologist MaxNicholson recorded anexceedingly curious
phenomenon: people were deserting their

previous interests and falling under the
influence of birds “in spite of themselves”. A
few years later the bird-census pioneer Tom
Harrisson, co-founder of Mass-Observation,
saw this new craze for birdwatching as amani-
festation of the popular unconscious. By the
1950s, concerns were voiced that bird study
had grown so popular that other field natural-
isms like botany and mammology were being
neglected. This flourishing of amateur bird
study in the 1930s and 40s accompanied vast
and far-reaching changes in ornithology. In the
early twentieth century, it had been a largely
descriptive science, revolving around speci-
men collecting and museum studies: in the
1920s, contributors to the journal of the British
Ornithologists’Union still considered theoreti-
cal questions to be “philosophical natural his-
tory” quite outside the bounds of their science.
Ten Thousand Birds traces the extraordinary
transformation of ornithology into a profes-
sional discipline that has made fundamental
contributions to the basic conceptual frame-
works of biological science.
TimBirkhead, JoWimpennyandBobMont-
gomerie have aimed to provide a resource for
youngscientistswith little timeor inclination to
“plough through the original texts”. “Histories
canbedull”, theymaintain, but they can alsobe
“a crucible of creation, triggering new ideas”.
Ten Thousand Birds is not just a source for
scientific inspiration; it is a book for the
non-scientist, too: a definitive, accessible and

sumptuously illustrated primer of biological
theory past and present – from behavioural
ecology to sexual selection, physiology to
population regulation – and a window on the
remarkable research that produced it. While
elucidating the origins, genetics and mech-
anisms of migration, Ten Thousand Birds
explores the strange history of migration stud-
ies: we learn of birds tracked by radar and light
aircraft, birds fitted with metal legbands and
miniature satellite tags, birds painted with oil
paint released hundreds of miles from home,
confined in boxes with inky floors beneath
rotating planetarium stars, or kept in steel
space-programmevaults and exposed to strong
magnetic fields.
This history is rich with anecdote and never
dull. It is particularly successful in discussing
ornithology’s theoretical battles, with the
dispute between David Lack and Vero Wynn-

Edwards over group selection versus individ-
ual selection in the regulation of bird
populations one of its highlights. One strand of
this controversy – the “Grouse Wars” –
involved thediscoverybyresearchers thatmale
redgrouseaggressivelycompete for territory in
the autumn and the losers tend to die.
It is perhapsmischievous to observe that this
is akin to the book’s underlying model of the
history of science: as fights between males
sparring for territory. While the losers disap-
pear, thehard-workingwinners foundtheirown
intellectual lineages. The book states that its
emphasis is “onpeople”, as focusingonperson-
alitieshelps tohumanizescience,but thisheroic
focus also suggests that scientific progress
operates, like Lack’s selection processes, at the
level of the individual. Though thebook is alive
to ornithology’s institutional contexts and the
importance of networks of patronage, it gives
much less attention to the wider social, cultural
and historical factors shaping ornithological
science. One case in point is specimen-collect-
ing – a deeply imperial project, the decline of
whichcoincidedwith thecontractionofempire.
Most disturbingly absent is any discussion of
gender: while Margaret Morse Nice’s ground-
breaking work in avian life-history studies is
celebrated, there is no mention of the difficul-
ties she faced in being accepted by her male
scientific peer group in the United States.

Ten Thousand Birds sits squarely within a
long tradition of celebratory, presentist and
heroic insider histories of science. But unlike
many historiographically sophisticated works
on the cultural history of science, it gives us the
science itself, and itdoessosuperbly. It is there-
fore an inspiring and formidable resource for
the historian as well as the fledgling scientist.
In 1962, Ernst Mayr described ornithology
as the scientia amabilis, the lovable science,
uniquely able to bridge the two cultures of sci-
ence and the humanities. One of the joys of
this book is its inclusion of autobiographical
essaysby scientists that reveal their deep emo-
tional attachment to birds. Culturally authori-
tative understandings of the natural world are
commonly assumed to rest on dispassionate,
scientific foundations. Yet these essays show
how personal passions for species, habitats
and environments play a strong and unac-
knowledged role in the natural sciences.
Many record a singular moment of watching
birds in childhood that led to a lifetime’swork
in ornithology. Konrad Lorenz saw this “irra-
tional delight in the beauty of the object” as a
precondition for successful observational sci-
ence. It is bothmoving and fascinating to read
of a young Robert Hinde watching green-
finches on a bird table outside his window
while convalescing with German measles,
Nick Davies making a hide out of deckchairs
to watch chaffinches through opera glasses,
and Amotz Zahavi inventing his own names
for the birds he watched as a child in his vil-
lage in Israel because no one else knew what
they were.

Old and goneExtinction” – the very word has a terri-
ble finality about it. But there have in
fact already been five mass extinc-

tions on earth over the past 500 million years.
Each has involved a devastating loss of life
forms caused by extremes of climate change,
but not quite their total obliteration. The most
recent took place at the end of the Cretaceous
period some 65million years ago, triggered, it
is thought, by the explosive impact of a huge
asteroid the size of Manhattan. As every child
knows, the most famous victims of this catas-
trophe were the dinosaurs and pterosaurs, but
a high proportion of all mammalian, reptilian,
bird and marine life also disappeared from the
evolutionary record at this point. Life is res-
ilient, though. Some species survived and
adapted and the planet then entered the Ceno-
zoic, the age of “new life” in whichwe are still
living.But dowenow face a sixth great extinc-
tion, one caused for the first time not by exter-
nal factors, but by the behaviour of just one
dominant species, a weedy but inventive crea-
ture calling itselfHomo sapiens?Many scien-
tists believe that we do, and in this very
readable but terrifying survey of the evidence
Elizabeth Kolbert explains why.
Two linked stories are told in this cleverly
constructed book. First, the author takes us on
a worldwide tour visiting the sites both of spe-
cies already lost in the wild – like the Panama-
nian golden frogs, the mastodon, the great auk
and the ammonites (so named from their
“ram’s horn” fossilized shells), or those now
seriously threatened – like the corals, the little
brown bats of North America, the Sumatran
rhino and other charismatic megafauna. She
interviews the research scientists working on
these species and reconstructs the life (and
death) histories. This is all lively and engaging

reportage,with lots of anecdotes from the field
trips, telling (if frequently harrowing) exam-
ples, and striking quotations from the experts
(“the history of life consists of long periods
of boredom interrupted occasionally by
panic”).
But Kolbert also interweaves with this
account of extinctions past and pending a sec-
ond strand, which is a story from the history of
ideas. Extinction is itself a concept with a
history. Aristotle’s compendious zoological
works mention no extinct species, for none
was known to him. As late as the Renaissance
theword “fossil” just meant something dug up
out of the ground (hence “fossil fuels”), and
when Linnaeus published his great Systema
Naturae in 1735, his elaborate classificatory
system allowed for only one kind of animal –
those that existed then. It wasGeorges Cuvier,
Curator at the Paris Museum of Natural His-
tory, who, after inspecting various anomalous
“elephant” bones, announced in 1796 that they
must have belonged to someunknown espèces
perdues inhabiting “aworld previous to ours”.
It was left to Darwin andWallace to make the
next paradigmshift andexplainhow itwas that
new organisms could appear and old ones dis-

appear, so that the world came to be populated
by different creatures at different times. And
the implications of their revolutionary expla-
nation in terms of natural selection, adaptation
and evolution are the continuing themes in the
later chapters of the book, which reveal the
possibility – the probability, in the view of
manyexperts– thatwehavenowenteredanew
age, the Anthropocene, where one species has
evolved to the point that it is master of the
planet,with the power of life and death over all
its other inhabitants – indeed, a power suffi-
cient to destroy the planet itself if used
unwisely.
Butdespite our eponym, sapientia is in short
supply as we progressively destroy swathes
of natural habitat for “development”, pump

unprecedented volumes of carbon dioxide into
the atmosphere, accelerate global warming,
pollute and acidify the oceans, and facilitate
the worldwide circulation of invasive species,
so creating a “New Pangaea” in which the
worldonce again effectivelybecomes a single,
connected continent. The logical conclusion is
a “Sixth Extinction”, inwhich the only species
capable of understanding all this will also be
the one to have caused it.
Kolbert tells this story well, as you would
expect fromaformerNewYorkTimes reporter,
now a staffer at theNewYorker, and the author
of an influential earlier work on climate
change. Specialists might want to qualify this
or that generalization, but few of them would
be capable of telling such a narrative with this
sweep and persuasive power. Kolbert holds
back, however, from asking the larger ques-
tion of why this all matters. Perhaps she thinks
that this should by now be obvious, but there
remainmanywhoare sceptical or unmoved; or
at least not sufficiently moved to care actively
about the state of theworldmore than twogen-
erationshence (thegrandchildrenhorizon)and
to contemplate the radical political changes
andpersonal sacrifices thatmight benecessary
to reverse these trends.
Our own evolution may have stopped short
in this one crucial respect. The earth may be
just the wrong size for our imaginations. It
seems to us so large that we cannot believe we
can seriously damage it. But it is also so small
in cosmic terms that it is in fact very vulner-
able. This creates a serious problem of style in
a book like this. Elizabeth Kolberg vividly
conveys the excitement and fascination of her
journeyof discovery, but does thehorror of her
conclusions suggest that the finalmood should
rather be one of deep, ironic pessimism?
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